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Executive Summary 
 
In 2014, the Minnesota Department of Transportation obtained an advanced pavement evaluation 
vehicle from the Federal Highway Administration outfitted with a step-frequency ground 
penetrating radar system (manufactured by 3D Radar). While the test protocol for the system, 
known as 3D GPR, was straightforward, using the collected 3D GPR data to characterize 
features of the pavement system analysis was complex. In addition, the only analysis tool 
initially available was proprietary software that limited the application of the 3D GPR system. 
 
This research project was initiated to 1) determine appropriate pavement applications for the 3D 
Radar testing and 2) evaluate and develop methods to analyze data collected using the 3D GPR 
equipment. 
 
Asphalt compaction uniformity was determined to be the focus of the development of 3D radar 
in this study.  This is due to the speed and accuracy of the equipment demonstrated on initial 
field trials as well as the need for better coverage for quality control and quality assurance of 
new asphalt construction.  The 3D Radar device is a non-destructive alternative for this 
application that improves the coverage by orders of magnitude.  While past studies have shown 
traditional impulse radar is able to provide similar dielectric evaluation of compaction 
uniformity, the 5-foot width of the 3D Radar at 3-inch spacing along with the tools developed in 
this study provide a large coverage map not possible with conventional methods. 
 
The software and user’s guide provided as part of this project is designed to provide the user 
with tools that can provide both on-site mapping shortly after the last roller pass is completed on 
new construction.  This provides the potential to select validation locations and give feedback to 
the contractor detailing the as-constructed performance during the paving process.  The outputs 
of the software were also designed to allow for comparison with other technology and as-
constructed information. 
 
This is especially promising since the full coverage maps can be compared with as-constructed 
data such as Intelligent Compaction pass counts, vibration amplitude, and other measures to 
determine the optimal settings and protocols to achieve better compaction and longer lasting 
roads.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 
The Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) has an established history of ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) use as a nondestructive testing tool to map subsurface conditions (Cao et 
al, 2007). GPR uses radio waves to detect objects and determine distance from the object. GPR 
can be used in pavement assessment for such tasks as determining layer thicknesses; evaluating 
rutting mechanisms; locating subsurface objects; or detecting layer separation. GPR has been 
used for quality assessment/control (QA/QC) in many pavement applications, including 
misaligned steel reinforcement (Amer-Yahia and Majidzadeh, 2014), assess sublayers in detail 
(Evans et al, 2008), and identify moisture levels through signal absorption analysis (Lai et al, 
2014). 
 In 2014 MnDOT a vehicle from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) outfitted 
with a step-frequency ground penetrating radar system (manufactured by 3D Radar) referred to 
as 3D GPR.  3D GPR can be used to evaluate features of pavement systems through data analysis 
(Scott et al, 2006). While the test protocol for 3D GPR was straightforward, the analysis of the 
collected data was complex. This research was initiated to 1) determine an appropriate pavement 
applications for the 3D Radar testing and 2) evaluate and develop methods to analyze data 
collected using the 3D Radar ground penetrating radar (3D GPR) equipment. 
 

 
Figure 1. APE vehicle outfitted with the 3D GPR system 

 
There are a limited number of tools that are publicly available to analyze raw 3D GPR data. Two 
notable tools are the 3D Radar software, Examiner, and APE-PRE (Sala et al, 2012; Scott et al, 
2006).  These tools were evaluated early in the project. While they are able to provide an 
assessment of a pavement system given a raw data set from the 3D GPR system (in a “3DR” 
file), it was found that these tools were relatively cumbersome and did not facilitate immediate 
analysis for large datasets. Thus, an early objective to emerge from the initial project work was 
the need to 1) interface with and read the binary 3DR files and 2) convert data from the 
frequency domain to the time domain. 
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1.1 Project objectives 
The research was conducted according to two major objectives: 
 

• Explore applications of the 3D GPR technology for assessing Minnesota road 
network. 

• Develop analysis methods for raw 3D GPR data that provides internal and subsurface 
characteristics of the pavement. The final assessment from the analysis should be 
obtained in a timely manner, and the assessment should be direct and informative to 
allow for informed decisions concerning the pavement structure and its design life. 

 
Some secondary objective arose through the course of the project. Those additional objectives 
are: 
 

• Investigating modifications to the 3D GPR equipment to improve the reliability of 
measurements; the repeatability of measurements; and the coverage of the array. 

• The creation of supporting software to access the developed 3D GPR analysis tools so 
that third-party software is not needed. 

• The production of a user’s guide for the software package created  
 
1.2 Report outline 
The following five chapters of the report describe the project work: 
 

• Chapter Two provides background on the selected application for the 3D GPR 
technology 

 
• Chapter Three describes the development and validation of the analysis method to be 

applied to raw data from a 3D GPR test. 
 

• Chapter Four illustrates the application of the 3D GPR equipment and developed 
analysis methods to various pavement studies around the state of Minnesota. 

 
• Chapter Five concludes the report and provides recommendations for future work. 

 
Appendices to the report provide a User’s Guide to the developed software for 3D GPR data 
analysis and the source code for the developed analysis and software. 
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Chapter 2 
Use of 3D GPR to Assess Air-Void Content in Asphalt 

Pavements  
 
Preliminary research focused on a number of potential applications of 3D GPR for Minnesota 
pavements. These applications were grouped according to time frame and required effort. The 
topics investigated, by group, are presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Potential applications for 3D GPR technology 

Short-term implementation 

Thickness (AC) 
Missing tiebars in PCC longitudinal joints 
AC stripping 
Utility detection 
AC density uniformity 
Pavement selection uniformity analysis 

Future implementation with 
additional work 

PCC deterioration Joints 
Drainage (especially at PCC Joints) 
Dowel placement/alignment 
PCC thickness 
Bridge deck delamination 
Preventative maintenance: partial depth repair 
AC rutting 
General Deterioration 
Base thickness 
Segregated mix issues: Raveling on top and stripping on bottom 
Void detection  

Long-term implementation 
(significant research and 

development required) 

Culvert washouts/unusual settlement 
Retrofit dowels/load transfer/grouting 
Joints sealed or not 
Patching 

 
Given the need to use the FHWA testing vehicle while it was at MnDOT, long-term applications 
or applications requiring extensive research were avoided.  After consideration of the proposed 
short-term implementations, MnDOT selected asphalt concrete (AC) density uniformity as an 
appropriate use of the 3D GPR testing and analysis. This topic was selected because air void 
content is one of the most important characteristics of in-place asphalt concrete and substantially 
affects early deterioration and long term performance. 3D GPR was considered as particularly 
important for this topic given that: 
 

• 3D GPR is non-destructive: 3D GPR use avoids the destructive practice of core 
removal to determine density (MnDOT, 2014). 

• 3D GPR provides a wide-coverage (global) assessment of AC density: Whereas 
conclusions from cores are limited to a few, randomly selected locations, decisions 
made based on 3D GPR scans account for the total paved surface. 

• 3D GPR results for AC density are immediate: The selection and testing of cores for 
density is labor intensive and time consuming. 3D GPR testing and analysis is 
effectively instantaneous and requires very little operator training. 
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Thus the project research focused on the use of an air coupled step-frequency array system (3D 
GPR) for the non-destructive testing of air-void content in asphalt pavements. 
 
2.1 Background on investigations of AC density 
Air void content deviation from the specified range is a major factor in early pavement 
deterioration (Saarenketo and Scullion, 2000, Sebesta et al, 2013; Leng and Al-Qadi, 2014).  In 
addition, ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been used for many construction material related 
applications (Amer-Yahia and Majidzadeh 2014; Evans et al, 2008; Lai et al, 2014).  This 
includes asphalt layer thickness determination if the approximate dielectric constant is known 
(Saarenketo and Scullion, 2000, Maser et al, 2006). 

The use of air coupled GPR for detecting asphalt pavement air void content variation in 
asphalt pavements has been proposed as a nondestructive alternative to cores (Maser et al, 2006, 
Chen et al, 2014).  This includes determination of dielectric properties through either surface 
reflection or round trip travel time to reflection at the depth of the AC layer and relating to core 
measured porosity using calibration curves.  The travel time approach covers a greater depth, but 
relies on a known thickness.  Since the asphalt thickness is often unknown and spatially variable, 
the surface reflection method is used in this project and discussed in later chapters. 

Recent research conducted under a National Academies of Science sponsored Strategic 
Highway Research Program (SHRP-2) developed guidelines for potential implementation of this 
procedure with air coupled bistatic impulse radar systems using the surface reflection approach 
(Sebesta et al, 2013).  A single bistatic antenna pair setup provides information only along a 
single line.  In many cases greater transverse coverage is desirable so multiple parallel 
measurements would be required.  The process of harmonizing multiple passes complicates the 
testing and analysis procedure for single antenna pairs, while a greater coverage is achieved in a 
single pass with 3D GPR. 
 
2.2 Adapting traditional analysis methods to the step frequency antenna 
array system 
The step-frequency array system shown in Figure 2 allows for measurements using 21 antenna 
pairs.  This provides coverage of a 1.5 meter-wide area at 75 mm spacing in the transverse 
direction, which improved data collection productivity and coverage.  However, unlike impulse-
radar, each antenna collects data in the frequency domain which is converted to the impulse 
time-histories used for analysis (Scott et al, 2006, Grasmueck et al, 2005, Schuler and Kohler, 
2008).  The air-void content analysis method developed for single bistatic systems is adopted for 
use in this task with the step-frequency array system, and validated on a newly constructed 
asphalt concrete pavement. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of the vehicle mounted step frequency array system. 

 
To calculate the dielectric constant of the tested asphalt, a VX1821 antenna was used to collect 
data at a frequency step of 20 MHz ranging from 50 MHz to 3050 MHz with a dwell time of 
7.52 microseconds using a GeoScope Mk IV control unit. The procedure for calculating 
dielectric values for comparison with cores followed the surface reflection method with an air 
coupled bistatic antenna (Saarenketo and Scullion, 2000).  The basic principle is that the 
amplitude of the reflection from air to the asphalt surface, A0, as compared to the incident 
amplitude (represented by the reflection from the metal plate), Ai, can be used to determine the 
bulk dielectric constant of the asphalt, er.  In this case, the impulse response, shown in Figure 3, 
is unfiltered after being obtained from a selective inverse discrete Fourier transform developed 
by Sala et al. (2012).  The amplitude is measured by the peak minus the trough at the surface 
reflection (see Figure 3).  The dielectric constant of the surface is determined according to 
Saarenketo and Scullion (2000) using the equation 
 

 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 = �
1+�𝐴𝐴0𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖

�

1−�𝐴𝐴0𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
�
�
2

 (1) 

 
Equation 1 can be empirically related to the relative ratio of pore volume to the total volume of 
each specific asphalt mix since air has a higher dielectric constant than the surrounding asphalt 
material (Sebesta et al, 2013; Leng and Al-Qadi, 2014).  In this study, the procedure was applied 
to each antenna pair of the array system independently, with a unique incident amplitude 
determination for each antenna pair. 
 

Metal Plate

GPR Array
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Figure 3. Metal and Asphalt amplitude calculation example from the equipment and 

conditions in this task 
 
2.3 Conventional use of 3D GPR software 
The main purpose of the 3D GPR software, called “Examiner,” is to convert the frequency 
domain data to time-domain data using the ISDFT function developed by Sala et al (2012).  This 
outputs a binary (*.vol) file containing the location and time-history information. While the 
Examiner software can also be used to visualize the data, the research found that this feature 
could be improved upon for agency use. 
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Chapter 3 
Development of an Analysis Method for 3D GPR Data 
 
After initially modifying traditional GPR analysis methods for the 3D GPR data, the research 
proceeded to validate the equipment (e.g. antenna configurations) and the analysis method for 
special considerations. The developed method determined the dielectric properties of the asphalt 
from the asphalt surface reflection amplitude of all 21 adjacent transmitting and receiving pairs 
of the array and related to air void content through plotting of dielectric changes with core 
measured air void content.  This approach is an extension of the procedure developed for a single 
bistatic antenna pair determining properties within top millimeters of the asphalt surface.  The 
method was validated using field measurements, which demonstrated good repeatability and 
correspondence with core measured air-void content. The following subsections describe these 
efforts. 
 
3.1 Antenna pair performance measures 
Simple GPR signal-related performance measures were conducted to verify the validity of the 
GPR array system used in this study.  The four performance measures presented were based on 
the specifications cited in the SHRP-2 study including a short and long term stability, noise to 
signal ratio, and reflection shape symmetry (Sebesta et al, 2013).  The measures were chosen 
based on applicability to the ability of the system to reliably detect surface amplitude for 
dielectric calculation, and modified to match the step-frequency array nature of the system used 
in this study.  The measurements were all taken with the array in a static position and on top of a 
metal plate as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4.  Metal plate static data collection. 

 
The short-term stability was measured to evaluate the ability of the antenna to consistently 
measure the amplitude under unchanging conditions for over 50 successive scans.  The 
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difference between the maximum and minimum amplitude of all scans divided by the average 
amplitude of all scans resulted in a 0.96 percent difference on average.  Since the field 
measurements were taken over a longer duration than the short-term stability test, a repeat set of 
over 50 scans were taken over 20 minutes after the initial set of scans to determine if there would 
be any significant drift in the signal for the field testing duration.  The difference between the 
average of the initial scan amplitudes and subsequent scans average divided by the subsequent 
scan average resulted in 0.09 percent difference.  Both measures indicate repeatable signal 
amplitudes for calculation of the dielectric constant.  For typical asphalt dielectric values (3 to 7), 
both performance measures correspond to a difference in dielectric magnitude of less than 0.1. 

The signal ratio and reflection shape symmetry were also measured.  The signal ratio was 
calculated to ensure that the surface response amplitude (signal level) was of significant 
magnitude compared to the random amplitude (noise level) received by the receiving transducer.  
The signal level was set equal to the amplitude of the surface reflection.  The noise level was set 
equal to the maximum amplitude 12 to 20 ns after the peak of the surface arrival.  The noise 
amplitude was determined within that range by taking the absolute peak minus the minimum 
adjacent trough.  This resulted in a noise to signal ratio of 3.45 percent on average, which is less 
than the 5 percent criteria from Lai et al (2014).  To evaluate the signal symmetry, the duration 
between the surface reflection peak and trough was measured to be 0.3 ns on average.  This short 
duration between peak and trough validated the fidelity of the surface reflection signal in terms 
of reproducing a short duration impulse. 
 
3.2 Testing protocol to improve reliability in measurement 
A testing protocol was developed to use metal strips at predefined locations and random 
pavement features to account for traffic wander and other uncertainties in the measurement 
process.  The dielectric constant calculations can be presented in a colormap to show variations 
in properties.  Figure 5 shows a representative segment from one of these maps where blue 
corresponds to low dielectric values and red corresponds to high dielectric values.  It can be 
observed in this example how features can be utilized during the core selection process.  The 
procedure for core selection calls for selection of locations on the extremes of the measured 
dielectric ranges.  As can be observed in Figure 5, the predefined metal plate location and asphalt 
debris features both show up in the analysis results.  These signatures in the data can be 
referenced when ensuring that the core selection physical location matches the desired analysis 
results locations. 
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Figure 5. Visualization of the on-site results to choose core locations.  

 
3.3 Field trial to validate final analysis method (including on-site analysis) 
Data was collected over a longitudinal joint in an asphalt pavement, since joints often experience 
durability problems due to higher air void content (Sebesta et al, 2013).  A 180 meter long 
section of a 100-mm thick asphalt overlay in White Bear, MN was made available for 
exploratory air void content variation measurements using the 3D Radar system. The section 
included a traffic lane and a shoulder paved using separate passes which created the tested 
longitudinal joint area.  The array was targeted to be centered at the longitudinal joint location 
(i.e. between the 10th and 11th antenna pairs).  A 1.2 meter by 2.4 meter metal plate was placed 
at the beginning of the section to determine the incident amplitude for each antenna pair (see 
figure 1).  Thin metal strips were placed at the longitudinal joint location every 50 m as well as 
the ending longitudinal position to assist in longitudinal position determination during data 
analysis.  Data were collected in distance controlled mode every 75 mm longitudinally.  Two 
replicate passes of GPR measurements were made within 15 minutes under the same 
environmental conditions approximately 24 hours after paving on a dry asphalt surface. 

Using equation 1, the dielectric constant from each measurement pair was assigned to the 
midpoint between measurement pair locations, resulting in a 75 mm by 75 mm grid.  This 
allowed for visualization of a 1.5 m by 180 m dielectric value map of the tested asphalt surface.  
A repeat GPR measurement pass, shown in more detail later, was used to validate the predictions 
from the initial pass. 

Cores were also cut in the pavement to determine density following standard protocols 
(MnDOT, 2014, Choubane et al, 1999; Brown, 1990).  The core extracted measurements are 
typically treated as “ground truth” for comparisons, but there is uncertainty in determining air 
void content, even from the same core due to overheating distortion, oven dry variability, and 
other factors (Choubane et al, 1999; Brown, 1990).  It can also be difficult to extract a 
statistically significant number of cores for comparison without affecting the pavement 
condition.  The method used by MnDOT in this study follows the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials recommended procedure AASHTO T166.  The test 
method determines the bulk specific gravity (Gmb), the density at 25° C (77° F), and the percent 
of absorbed water in compacted bituminous specimens. The air void content was determined for 
the top AC layer in this study.  This involves drying the specimen in an oven to constant mass, 
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cooling the specimen to room temperature, recording the dry mass (A), immersing the specimen 
in water, recording the immersed weight (C), and removing the specimen and recording the 
saturated surface-dry weight (B).  The bulk specific gravity is calculated by dividing A by the 
difference in B and C to the nearest 0.001.  This method is similar to that presented in Brown 
(1990) showing a difference in air void content determination up to 0.7 percent.  While this value 
accounts for the repeatability of the measurement result, the actual error of the measurement may 
be higher due to other factors including potential for propagation of uncertainty when combining 
uncertainty of the multiple measurements described above. 

Since cores are often limited to reduce destruction of the pavement, strategic selection of 
cores is an important part of the testing protocol.  Since the regression used to predict air void 
content used in this method should not be extrapolated for values outside of the measured 
dielectric range, at least one core at the highest and lowest measured dielectric areas should be 
chosen.  In this subtask, four cores were allowed for air void content determination, and a repeat 
GPR measurement pass was feasible.  Analysis of the dielectric maps was used to select the core 
locations.  The 1st core was chosen at a location representing a relatively typical dielectric 
magnitude area; the 2nd core was taken at a higher dielectric location; and cores 3 and 4 were 
taken at relatively low dielectric value locations. 

Figure 5 shows the results of two repeat data collection runs with a colorbar indicating 
the dielectric constant values associated with the different map colors.  It can be observed that 
the trends are very similar from run to run, giving confidence that the GPR result variation 
matches asphalt property variation.   Pearson’s correlation was used evaluate repeatability of the 
results.  Pearson’s correlation is a measure of dependence between two runs where a value of 1 
indicates a full repeatability between runs and 0 indicates no dependence between runs.  More 
details on the method can be found in a use of Pearson’s correlation for signature analysis of 
impact echo and ultrasound scan similarity assessment (Hoegh and Khazanovich, 2013; Brown, 
1990).  The 0.89 resulting Pearson’s correlation value when comparing the first and second trials 
indicates that there is significant similarity in the results from each pass. 
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Figure 6. Repeatability testing of two replicate GPR passes. 

 
Figure 6 shows a comparison of air void content from the extracted cores versus the dielectric 
constant calculated at the center of the closest mapped 75 mm square to the prescribed core 
location.  As expected, higher air void content corresponds to locations where GPR showed 
lower dielectric values and vice versa for both measurement data sets.  This is a similar trend to 
that observed in previous studies using air coupled bi-static antenna.  The error bars on the figure 
were added to represent the repeatability of the core and dielectric methods referenced above 
(0.7% and 0.96%, respectively). 

The exponential relationships reported in the plots may be used to convert the dielectric 
values to air void values as prescribed in previous studies (Saarenketo and Scullion, 2000; 
Sebesta et al, 2013; Leng and Al-Qadi, 2014).  The AC pavement composite permittivity 
reduces, along with the reflection coefficient, as the volumetric proportion of air increases as 
compared to the remaining components.  However, the method relies on an empirical fit, 
determined on a case-by-case basis, since the permittivity of the remaining components depends 
on the mix design (aggregate type, binder content, etc.).  Long term studies in Finland concluded 
that this empirical fit is an exponential relationship (Saarenketo and Scullion, 2000).  The 
exponential fits, using a sufficient amount of cores, can be used to map the air void content 
variation in a similar manner to the dielectric maps shown in Figure 7.  Only 4 cores were 
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feasible due to various factors involved with testing the final lift of an in-service pavement.  
More cores are needed for more stable exponential coefficients, although the limited cores show 
that the predicted relationships are similar for the measured dielectric range in this field trial.  
While both regressions predict air void content at a maximum difference of 0.56%, which is 
within the uncertainty of the core measurement precision of 0.7%, use of either the initial or 
repeat run regression predictions are appropriate.  
 

 
Figure 7.  Core measured air void content versus GPR measured dielectric constants. 

 
While the air void and density measurements correspond reasonably well, there are several 
limitations of the methods presented in this task that should be recognized.  The core extracted 
measurements are typically treated as “ground truth” for comparisons, but there is uncertainty in 
determining air void content, even from the same core due to overheating distortion, oven dry 
variability, and other factors (Choubane et al, 1999; Brown, 1990).  It can also be difficult to 
extract a statistically significant number of cores for comparison without affecting the pavement 
condition.  On the other hand, as mentioned in the “Methods” section, variation in density with 
depth of the asphalt layer is not accounted for. Lastly, there is often uncertainty in syncing the 
physical location of the GPR results with the physical location of the core. 

Considering that there is uncertainty in both the core and GPR measurements, there are 
significant advantages to the use of GPR to measure air void variation as compared to current 
specifications.  Some of these advantages are magnified by the use of the array-based method 
presented in this study.  The on-site 1.5 m wide map of the dielectric values is an improvement in 
both speed and coverage.  This type of map also allows for strategic selection of the core 
locations to mitigate some of the uncertainty in harmonizing the GPR measurements with the 
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physical location.  By strategically selecting core locations, an efficient characterization of 
asphalt layer air void property distribution can be achieved while minimizing the number of 
destructive cores.  Given the limitations of determining the absolute value of air-void content, 
and specifically the reliance on core calibration, another value of the array-based approach is 
illustrated in Figure 7.  This type of map identifies the longitudinal and transverse uniformity in 
one measurement pass without the need for core calibration, providing potential problem areas 
feedback during the construction process.  This meets the timeliness and coverage needs for 
improving quality of construction not otherwise feasible without an array-based approach. 
 
3.4 Effects of sublayers on analysis method 
The equation used to determine the dielectric constant of the asphalt assumes only the electrical 
impedance mismatch at the interface between the air and asphalt surface governs the amplitude.  
This implies that the method does not account for variation in density with depth of the asphalt 
layer.  Previous studies suspect properties beyond the first 25 mm do not influence the surface 
dielectric readings (Sebesta et al, 2013).  While the actual depth of asphalt influence is not 
clearly defined and dependent on each individual antennae and site conditions, the wavelet 
response electromagnetic wavelength provides insight into the depth of influence.  The 
wavelength calculated by using half-width of the response-envelope of the asphalt surface 
reflections, show that the wavelength is of the same order of magnitude of a typical asphalt layer 
depth (~50 mm).  This suggests that the majority of the influence on the amplitude is caused by 
the evaluated top layer.   

The depth of influence is important in the analysis used in this method.  If the reflection 
used for analysis is heavily influenced by the layers below the evaluated pavement it will result 
in the incorrect amplitude to develop a relationship with the core measured density.  There are 
some important factors to consider in this regard.  The step frequency nature of the radar makes 
analysis of the depth of influence a calculation based on the wavelet response.  Since the 
relationship between the dielectric and air void measurements is not absolute in this method (i.e. 
it depends on aggregate type, etc. for each mix) the influence of the reflection below the 
evaluated layer should be considered in terms of relative difference.  For example if the base 
layer influence caused the amplitude to be 10 % lower uniformly throughout the project it will 
not affect the empirical relationship or predicted air void analysis.  With this in mind, illustrative 
examples are given which show that the effect of reflections at the bottom of the pavement do 
not have a significant effect on the results as compared to the level of accuracy necessary for 
these types of evaluations.   

First, the wavelet response from the designed 2 inch AC layer surface from the White 
Bear field trial can provide insight into the depth of influence in terms of the EM wavelength.  
Since the wavelet frequency content can be extracted from an isolated reflection event, an 
example reflection event from the AC surface is presented.  Figure 8 shows the response 
envelope from this reflection as well as the wavelength of approximately 2.5 inches. This 
wavelength was calculated assuming the AC layer has an assumed relative permittivity of 5 and 
by using half-width of the response-envelope, which is traditionally used for impulse radar 
analysis.  Since this wavelength is of the same order of magnitude of the asphalt layer depth in 
this study (~2 inches) this suggests that the majority of the influence on the amplitude is caused 
by the evaluated top layer. 
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Figure 8. Effective wavelength of the wavelet response. 

 
However, since this also suggests that there is potentially a slight effect of the base layer, an 
additional analysis was performed.  The following calculations are made assuming parameters 
within a realistic range for the tested section to show the effect of the layers below the surface 
layer on the calculated amplitude.  The analysis assumes a variation of relative permittivity 
between 4 to 6 in the base layer and a normal incidence of the wave and no attenuation within 
the AC layer (all of these assumptions are conservative in that, if anything, they should magnify 
the effects below the surface layer).  The amplitude at all core locations for the example 2 in. 
pavement was recalculated using these parameters and accounting for the fact that the 
wavelength is of the same order of magnitude as the depth of the top AC layer.  The fourth core 
was chosen for illustrative purposes here since it showed the most significant effect of the base 
layer.  In this case the core measured layer thickness was 1.816 inches and measured relative 
permittivity of 4.6 was used in analysis.  A dielectric of 6 in the lower layer was also assumed 
since it caused the greatest effect for a realistic range.  The frequency and resulting wavelet 
response for these assumptions is given in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. 
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Figure 9. Frequency Response without (top) and with a base layer (bottom). 
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Figure 10.  Wavelet response without (top) and with a base layer (bottom). 
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It can be observed that the difference in amplitude of the peak response is minimal, resulting in a 
percent difference of 0.65%.  This would change the corresponding amplitude measurement of 
0.0174 to 0.0172.  To put this in perspective, using these values to recalculate the relative 
permittivity and plugging both values into the y = 215.18e-0.628x dielectric to air void content 
relationship from data collection on that data collection pass would correspond to a change in 
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predicted air void content of less than 0.7% which is well within the uncertainty of the core 
measured air void content and necessary precision.  This suggests a small effect of lower layers 
for the 2 in. field trial, especially considering that the comparison was conducted on the most 
extreme conditions. 
 
3.5 Remarks on equipment configuration (DX and VX antennas) 
While both the old (Vx) and new (DX) antennas use the same data collection and processing 
settings there are some differences in signal characteristics.  The Vx antenna has antennas that 
are contained inside the casing creating a wider signal that combines both the initial signal and a 
signal created by ringing within the equipment.  The signal shape creates certain advantages and 
disadvantages.  For example, evaluating features close to the surface is easier with the Dx 
antenna since the signal width is smaller.  This reduces the effect of the surface reflection on the 
near surface reflections. 
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Chapter 4 
Application of 3D GPR Testing and Analysis using 

Minnesota Case Studies 
 
The latter stages of the research focused on the application of the developed analysis method to 
as much 3D GPR as possible. The various case studies of projects throughout Minnesota are 
summarized in the subsections below. Each summary includes important details on the 
equipment (e.g. VX or DX radar array), the pavement, and particulars of the data analysis. Note 
that these case studies address issues beyond air-void content to illustrate the wide range of 
applications for 3D GPR. 
 
4.1 AC density assessment of I-494, Southbound near Carlson Parkway 
During the 2015 construction season, the research team conducted 3D GPR testing, using the VX 
radar array, on new AC pavement constructed on southbound lanes of I-494, south of Carlson 
Parkway. The site was selected as the combination of recent construction and the ability to select 
core locations made it ideal for verification of the 3D GPR testing. 
 

• The 3D GPR testing consisted of a total of three passes made at a speed of 
approximately 10 mph.  Multiple passes were conducted to validate the data of each 
pass against the other passes. Each pass of the radar array covered 5 ft transversely 
and 400 ft longitudinally. Each pass was centered on the longitudinal joint between 
the truck and center lane. 

• In addition, eight locations for cores were identified. For other projects, site 
conditions or special factors may be such that fewer coring locations are utilized (e.g. 
availability of MnDOT core rig). The core locations should be selected after testing, 
to ensure that areas with extreme dielectric values are identified as potential sites for 
coring. 

 
Results of the testing are mapped in Figure 11, where core locations and identification numbers 
are indicated. A comparison of core lab testing for air void content with the average dielectric at 
the core location from field testing is presented in Figure 13. In addition, Figure 13 provides a 
regression equation to describe the relationship between air void content and measured dielectric. 
(More detailed data on the measured dialectric values at core locations by pass of the radar array 
is provided in Table 2.) 

Finally, the Figure 13 the results of the 3D GPR testing can be used to interpret the AC 
air void content at any location within the testing region. Figure 12 is a heat map of the air void 
content for the 5 ft by 400 ft region covered by the radar pass. This heat map is based on the 
average of the dialectric for the three passes from testing and 
 
 𝑦𝑦 = 164.16𝑒𝑒−0.674𝑥𝑥 (1) 

 
where y is the air void content and x is the dielectric value (also expressed in Figure 13). Based 
on Figure 12, it appears that the AC in the truck lane is much denser than the AC in the center 
lane. 



 

 
Figure 11. Dieletric map of I-494 3D GPR testing and core locations 

 

Table 2. Comparison of core lab testing with 
dialetric from field testing at core location 

Lab  GPR Surface Dielectric, e 
Core Air Void  Average Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 # Content 
1 3.8%  5.51 5.47 5.50 5.55 
2 9.3%  4.37 4.24 4.48 4.38 
3 3.9%  5.60 5.70 5.60 5.48 
4 8.0%  4.36 4.41 4.25 4.41 
5 4.4%  5.42 5.44 5.46 5.34 
6 9.5%  4.21 4.31 4.15 4.18 
7 4.3%  5.23 5.14 5.24 5.30 
8 6.4%  4.97 4.83 5.00 5.08 

 

 
Figure 12. Heat map of AC percent air void content given average of three 3D GPR 

passes and exponential regression analysis of laboratory and field data 
 

 
Figure 13. Exponential regression equation for 
lab-determined core air void content (y) given 

average of 3D GPR measured dielectric along I-
494 (x) at core location 
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4.2 Comparison of 3D GPR AC density assessment with rolling density 
meter density test, Washington County Road 21 near Afton 
The research team applied the 3D GPR device, using the DX array, to a stretch of CR21 near 
Afton. These tests were conducted alongside rolling density meter (RDM) tests conducted under 
a Strategic Highway Research Program project on the assessment of asphalt properties using 
NDE. Figure 14 compares the results of the assessment using these two devices over 200-ft of 
testing. As both methods are based on same physical principle, they yield similar results. Note 
that the major difference in the two, depicted in Figure 14a, occurs due to the increased presence 
of water (dielectric constant ~81), which is illustrated in the inset photo. The water on the surface 
was the residue of a soapy water solution that was applied liberally to the roller compactors. 
 



 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 14. Comparison of 3D GPR and RDM over 200-foot survey (in 50-foot subfigures, beginning upper right and moving by row) 
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Chapter 5 
Other 3D GPR Applications 

 
5.1 Investigation of pothole on I-494, Westbound near Penn Ave Overpass 
During March 2015, the research team conducted 3D GPR testing, using the VX radar array, on 
new AC pavement constructed on southbound lanes of I-494, south of Carlson Parkway. The 
location was targeted due to the appearance of a pothole, or bowl-shaped depression, 
approximately 4 feet in diameter. Figure 15 shows a street view of the lane tested during 3D 
GPR data collection. 

The 5 ft array (VX) was centered toward the right side of the right lane while driving at 
highway speed collecting data every 12 inches longitudinally for 1236 ft. Twenty-one 
measurement pairs within the VX array were activated during testing at 3 in. spacing along the 5 
ft footprint of measurement aperture.  Additional measurement passes were collected, but the 
analysis presented in this memo corresponds only to the measurement pass shown in Figure 15. 
 

 
Figure 15. Google street view of data collection area for I-494 westbound near the Penn 

Ave overpass 
 
The data was analyzed to determine subsurface features that may have contributed to the 
pavement failure (i.e. the pothole).  While other features were discovered in the initial analysis, 
the most interesting observation is presented in Figure 16, which shows a depth versus 
longitudinal distance cross-sectional view.  The GPR reflectivity plot shows a discontinuity in a 
subsurface feature in the longitudinal vicinity of the pavement failure.  While Figure 16 only 
shows one antenna pair close to the shoulder where the pavement failure occurred, the other 
antenna pairs on the right side of the right lane also showed subsurface trends similar to that 
shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Discontinuity in a subsurface feature approximately 6 ft below the surface at the 
longitudinal location of the pavement failure along with a feature approximately 2 ft below 

the surface consistently 4 ft above the discontinuity 
 
Several characteristics made the features of interest to the project work: 
 

• There is a continuous feature – approximately 5-10 ft deep – that is only in the right 
side of the right lane tested. 

• The discontinuity is shallower and stronger when moving toward the shoulder. 
• A discontinuity in the otherwise continuous feature corresponds to the approximate 

longitudinal location of the surface pothole. 
• There is a feature 4ft above the discontinuity that is not present at other longitudinal 

locations. 
• There is a slope change in the continuous feature that corresponds to the discontinuity 

and the longitudinal location of the pavement failure. 
 
Since the radar analysis can only show that there is a feature (i.e. a change in electromagnetic 
permittivity) at these locations, and does not indicate the type of feature, future investigations of 
this site should check with personnel familiar with the designed underlying material and features. 
If design records are not consistent with the observed features, this could be an indication of the 
subsurface failure that led to the observed pavement distress. 
 
5.2 Assessing drainage at joints using 3D GPR 
During Task 3 the research team investigated the effectiveness of subsurface drains at PCC 
pavement transverse joints.  Two representative joints with a drain (Joint 1, or “J1”) and without 
a drain (Joint 2, or “J2”) were selected for application of water to the joints and subsequent 
drainage tests. 3D Radar testing was conducted before and after controlled water application at 
the joint to supplement visual observation of the drainage rate.  The basic premise of the GPR 
testing is that a higher reflectivity should occur when the base layer is saturated as compared to 
an unsaturated base due to the increase in dielectric values of the saturated base.  The results of 
testing indicate a greater increase in reflectivity after water application in the joint without the 
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drain (J2) as compared to the joint with a drain (J1).  This matches the expected trend, that the 
joint with a drain was more effective at reducing the saturated base condition. 

Figure 17 shows the 3D Radar van and J1 data collection procedure.  The transverse 
origin was set at the fog line of the passing lane increasing toward the truck lane fog line.  The 
longitudinal origin was set at the currently tested joint increasing in the eastbound direction.  J2 
followed the same data collection procedure as that shown in Figure 17 for J1. 
 

 
Figure 17. Westbound normalized reflectivity distribution. 

 
The data was analyzed to determine the base reflectivity by taking the highest amplitude GPR 
reflection in the range of the PCC/base interface.  Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the base layer 
reflectivity results before and after water was applied for J1 and J2, respectively.  Higher 
reflectivity is lighter in color and lower reflectivity is darker in color.  It can be observed that the 
reflectivity trends of the base was fairly constant before and after water was added.  It can also 
be observed that there were some spots in both joint maps that increased in reflectivity 
(highlighted with gray annotations).  These locations indicate presence of water potentially due 
to drainage issues. 

While both joints increased in mean base-reflectivity after water application, the increase 
was 3 times greater in J2 (without a drain) versus J1 (with a drain).  While this matches the 
expected trend, that the joint with a drain was more effective at reducing the saturated base 
condition, it should be noted that there are variables other than the base saturation condition that 
can affect the relative reflectivity differences in the GPR measurements.  For example, the 
incident wave to the base location will vary depending on how much water is at the surface.  
Additionally, spot forensic tests would be required during testing to verify the ability of the 3D 
Radar to map locations of increases in saturation in the base. 
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Figure 18. Joint 1 relative reflectivity map 

 

 
Figure 19. Joint 2 relative reflectivity map 
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5.3 Detection of layer boundaries using 3D GPR 
The DX configuration of the 3D GPR array was used during Task 3 to assess both asphalt and 
concrete test cells at MnROAD. The processed data can provide insight into both uniformity of 
layer thickness and/or layer boundaries for these pavements. One such example is illustrated in 
Figure 20, which is a scan of MnROAD Cell 405, an unbonded concrete overlay of an existing 
concrete pavement. 

While the 3D GPR test excels at providing greater coverage and increased productivity 
versus other NDE, the user must be careful not to allow the speed of testing to carry to the 
interpretation of the processed data. For instance, in a result such as Figure 20, one might 
naturally assume that the result addresses uniformity in layer thickness. However, based on the 
application of 3D GPR to many test cells at MnROAD, the research team finds that this apparent 
variation in thickness is not due to actual variance in paving; rather the research team 
hypothesizes that the variance is due a different level of bond condition at the overlay-interlayer 
interface. 
 

  
Figure 20. 3D GPR scan of MnROAD Cell 405, an unbonded PCC overlay of an existing 

PCC pavement 
 
Full data and figures from all MnROAD 3D GPR tests can be made available to the technical 
advisory panel upon request. 
 
5.4 Locating disused rail lines in underlying pavement in the City of Saint 
Paul 
For a busy, highly trafficked location in St. Paul, MN, historical records identified the prior 
existence of a railway in the area being scoped; however the records did not indicate if the rail 
had been completely removed. As 3D GPR has been shown to accurately locate railway lines and 
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other utilities (Eide and Hjelmsted, 2002), the authors were contacted to use 3D GPR to scope 
the site in St. Paul and locate the rail, if it existed, to assess future maintenance and rehabilitation 
needs. 

While conventional GPR is effective in detecting underground metal inclusions, as metal 
has an infinite dielectric constant that reflects the entire incident signal, single-antenna radar can 
only locate this type of feature by testing perpendicular to the rail. When an electromagnetic 
impulse sent by GPR hits a metal inclusion (e.g. rail), the reflection is recorded by the receiving 
antenna.  This information can be used to compute the distance from the antenna to the metal 
inclusion.  However, as the GPR signal propagates in all directions, the GPR will identify 
multiple possible locations for the rail if only one measurement is taken.  Thus, if the rail 
orientation is parallel to the street (with the flow of traffic) and the GPR measurement is 
conducted with traffic, the GPR measurement can point to the possibility that the rail exists but 
cannot provide information on the rail location in the cross-section, as shown in Figure 21. 
 

 
Figure 21. Passes to identify subsurface anomaly in pavement system with conventional 

GPR vehicle 
 
To locate the rail with a single antenna it is necessary to perform measurements in a direction 
perpendicular to the rail direction.  In this case, stacking images together will produce a typical 
parabolic B-scan indicating the presence of an inclusion (see Figure 21).  The top of the parabola 
indicates the lateral and vertical location of the metal inclusion.  This analysis with conventional 
GPR is routinely used for detecting tie bars in concrete pavements [2].  As each perpendicular 
pass provides only information about the presence of the rail in that specific cross-section, 
multiple passes of conventional GPR are required to locate the rail. For the St. Paul location, 
construction records indicated that any remaining rail, if it existed, would be mostly parallel to 
the direction of the evaluated street.  Therefore multiple transverse runs of a conventional GPR 
system would have required closure of traffic for an extended period of time, which is 
undesirable in an urban environment with heavy traffic. 

Unlike conventional GPR, the 3D GPR vehicle for this application would require no 
closure to traffic given its array of antennas and ability to be operated at traffic speed. 3D GPR 
uses 21 sensors covering 5 feet perpendicular to the direction of travel in each scan.  Thus a 
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single 3D GPR measurement is equivalent to 21 single antenna scans.  If the 3D GPR antenna is 
oriented approximately perpendicular to the direction of the rail, the 21 signals can be assembled 
into a B-scan which produces a similar parabolic reflection where the top of the parabola 
indicates the location of the rail.  Since the rail is located in the direction of traffic, such 
measurements could be done without disrupting traffic.  However, prior to testing, some 
planning was required to anticipate how the presence of the rail would appear in processed 3D 
GPR scans (Figure 22). The planning led to a parabolic reconstruction of the 3D GPR image 
when travelling parallel to the rail, assuming the rail was within the 5 feet that the 3D GPR 
covers and towards the center of the 21 measurements. To optimize the location of the 3D GPR 
pass, preliminary transverse passes were first performed at selected intersections to determine the 
approximate transverse locations of the rails.  These preliminary passes directed the longitudinal 
measurements along the rail to be with the van centered in the inside eastbound lane and were 
also performed without traffic closure. 
 

 
Figure 22. Proposed 3D GPR testing method to detect rail and anticipated result 

 
As shown in Figure 23 (at left), the actual 3D GPR scan met the anticipated result and detected 
the subsurface rail. Furthermore, an exposed rail close to location was used to confirm the result, 
shown at right in Figure 23. Overall, the 3D GPR proved to be superior to conventional method 
as the testing: 
 

• Allowed for minimal scanning through the use initial tests to locating the subsurface 
rail and estimate its full path of travel; 

• Did not require traffic closing, as the testing provided a continuous evaluation of the 
rail location by driving the road; and 

• Indicated both the path and depth of the subsurface rail through the scans. 
 



 

 
Figure 23. At left, 3D GPR scan confirming presence of rail; at right, exposed rail near test 

site confirms results 
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5.5 Evaluation of a sinkhole on Highway 14 in Minnesota 
3D GPR testing was also used to investigate the cause of a sinkhole on Eastbound Highway 14 in 
Minnesota to determine the optimal type and timing of rehabilitation efforts.  The information 
from 3D GPR scans was also intended to provide subsurface characteristics to inform testing 
protocols for potential seismic or intrusive methods.  As part of this evaluation, MnDOT used 3 
different electromagnetic-based tests (100 MHz ground coupled; 400 MHz ground coupled; and 
3D GPR– 150 MHz to 3 GHz – air coupled) to evaluate the subsurface condition 
nondestructively and compare 3D GPR to conventional GPR scans. 

Data from the three test methods was analyzed to determine the potential presence of 
subsurface voids in the vicinity of the sinkhole. The analysis included a consideration of any 
direct reflections consistent with voids or anomalies in the subsurface; in addition, it considers 
indirect effects such as the stratification of the layers leading up to and at the sinkhole location.  
A surface observed sinkhole can be the result of a number of different subsurface conditions 
ranging in severity and pattern (e.g. stratification) (Gutierrez et al, 2011).  Thus, identification of 
the subsurface conditions are an important factor in determining the optimal strategy and timing 
of mitigation efforts.  One secondary focus of this case study was to evaluate the effectiveness of 
3D GPR in comparison to conventional GPR.  

Figure 24a shows an example of the subsurface features characterized by the 400 MHz 
antenna; the red boxes indicate a cluster of parabolic reflections, which indicate metal mesh 
reinforcement.  The separation between these sections is approximately 27’ as indicated by the 
red arrows.  Figure 24b shows an example 100 MHz reconstruction.  It can be observed that 
there is linear “ringing” of the data with horizontal bands across the screen.  While filtering out 
the highest magnitude frequency content of the signal (approximately 20 to 30 MHz in this case) 
reduces this ringing, there is still not a clear differentiation of subsurface features from these 
bands, even at a lateral location and depth known to be a culvert (shown by the red box in Figure 
24b at right). This suggests that the structure and soil conditions did not allow for the necessary 
penetration depth using conventional GPR.  One cause of the lack of penetration depth in the 100 
Mhz and 400 Mhz test is the presence of the metal reinforcement meshes, as the metal would 
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reflect a large percentage of the signal prior to necessary penetration depth to see below the top 
layers down to the culvert. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 24. Examples of conventional scans of sinkhole site using (a) 400 MHz antenna and 
(b) 100 Mhz antenna 

 
Figure 25a shows an example scan from 3D GPR testing in the truck lane at the sinkhole 
location.  While a high percentage of the high frequency portion of the 3D GPR signal is 
reflected by the top surface and reinforcement mesh, the lower frequency portion of the signal 
and high coverage allows for some analysis below the reinforcement.  The red box shows an 
example reflection below the top layers consistent with an anomaly.  These types of reflections 
can be compared with construction plans of the project to determine if they are voids or as-
designed features such as metal pipes. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 25. Example of 3D GPR scans (a) near sinkhole and (b) 125 feet from sinkhole 

Surface

Subsurface
subsidence

 
However, in areas away from the anomaly, the 3D GPR was able to determine the subsidence of 
the near-surface layers for this project.  Figure 25b shows an example scan from 3D GPR testing 
in the truck lane 125 feet away from the sinkhole. Additional figures created from 3D GPR scans 
revealed more information about the detected anomaly: Figure 26 is an example of 3D figures 
generated to visualize “caving” in subsurface layers. 
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Figure 26. Detecting subsurface subsidence using 3D GPR 

 
The investigation of the sinkhole yielded the following conclusions: 
 

• 3D GPR outperformed conventional GPR testing in its ability to render the shape and 
the lateral and vertical extent of subsidence in the shallow layers. 

• While the conventional scans did not clearly detect subsurface voids and the 3D GPR 
scan at the sinkhole only suggested a void, it must be emphasized that GPR 
penetration and signal clarity are heavily affected by site-specific subsurface 
conditions such as reinforcement or metal mesh in the original PCC layer, clayey soil, 
or subsurface moisture conditions. 

• For these kinds of issues, 3D GPR can be used to quickly and reliably assess the 
settlement shape which is crucial in determining the severity of the sinkhole area.  

• Multiple 3D GPR scans over time can establish a rate of subsidence to time 
remediation efforts. 

• 3D GPR can be used to inform spot check seismic methods or strategic destructive 
testing. 

 

Surface sinkhole location
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 

 
Improved asphalt compaction was identified as a suitable implementation direction of 3D radar. 
The results of this study provide MnDOT with a method that can be initially implemented by 
MnDOT on high profile/high cost projects where coverage beyond that which the current 
specifications require.  The tools developed in this study are designed to provide timely feedback 
that can be used during the construction process to identify and correct errors and improve as-
built protocols moving forward.  Use of the tools provided in this study will result in greater 
coverage compaction analysis than has previously been available.  The software results are also 
designed to allow for comparison with other as-built characteristics and performance measures to 
gain a better understanding of what is required to achieve better compaction in new construction.  
As such, these tools have the potential to extend pavement life through improved quality 
assurance/quality control during the construction process. 
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User’s Guide to Program for 3D GPR Data Processing 
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The following subsections summarize how to use the tools developed in this study for processing 
and analysis of 3D GPR data. 
 
A.1 Installation 
The developed program is designed for Windows operating systems. The installation package to 
install the software is a Windows executable file which can be obtained directly from MnDOT. 
The installation package by default will install the 3D GPR software to a directory labeled 
“GPR” in the user’s Program Files directory (Figure A-1). On 64-bit Windows installations, the 
program is installed to the 32-bit (“x86”) Program Files directory. 
 

 
Figure A-1. Installation of 3D GPR software 

 
Outside of locating an installation directory, no additional information is needed from the user. 
After the install package has completed, the program is immediately ready for use. 
 
A.2 Interface overview 
There are two components to the software: (a) an interface to select and process VOL data files 
and (b) an interface to visualize and create image files from processed VOL data. 
 
A.2.1. 3D GPR data (VOL file) processing interface 
The primary interface to process VOL files is shown in Figure A-2.  
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… 

 
Figure A-2. Main interface to process VOL files from 3D GPR testing 

 
The labeled buttons in Figure A-2 function as follows 
 

1. Select Files – Clicking the Select Files button raises a file explorer to navigate the 
local computer and select files for processing. Until files are selected, the table with 
header “Directory” and “Filename” will remain blank. 

2. Delete Files – Selecting a file within the Directory/Filename table and clicking Delete 
Files will remove a file from the table. To be clear, this action will not delete the local 
file; it simply removes the file from the table. 

3. Read .vol File – Selecting a file within the Directory/Filename table and clicking the 
read .vol File button processes the VOL file frame by frame. This step must be taken 
prior to visualizing the data. 

4. Visualize – Once a VOL file has been read according to Item #3, selecting a file 
within the Directory/Filename table and clicking the Visualize button will bring up 
the Visualization interface for that specific VOL file. More information on 
visualization is described in Section A.2.2. 

5. Calibration – Clicking the Calibration button brings up a sub-interface shown in 
Figure A-3 and described in the subsection below. 

6. Settings – Clicking the Settings button prompts the user for VOL processing settings 
in a sub-interface, illustrated in Figure A-4 and described in the corresponding 
subsection. 

7. Program exit – The Close button in the title bar of the program should be used to exit 
the program. 

 
Calibration sub-interface 
The Calibration sub-interface establishes the results of the metal plate calibration survey 
associated with a set of VOL files. This interface is shown in Figure A-3. Fields in the 
Calibration sub-interface correspond to trigger and pair ranges that produce a constant dielectric 
reading, where each row corresponds to a sensor and: 
 

• The second column corresponds to Ai, the incident amplitude from the reflection from 
the metal plate, from the calculation of the dielectric reading, er, where er is 
calculated as 
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• The third column corresponds to a shift factor, γr, that is added to the dielectric 

constant in Equation A-1 for Sensor r. 
 
The values entered in the text fields are stored in the file “calibration.csv,” which is used for 
processing for VOL files associated with that calibration. The buttons at the bottom of the 
interface correspond, respectively, to: 
 

• “Cancel” the Calibration sub-interface and return to the main VOL processing 
interface. 

• “Save” the prescribed sensor calibration to the default “calibration.csv” file. 
• The “Save as” button creates a file explorer that prompts the user to save the 

prescribed calibration to a CSV file with a user-selected name and location. 
• The “Import” brings up a file explorer that allows the user to navigate to a previously 

created CSV file for a given site/day calibration. 
 
If the user imports a user-created comma-separated value calibration file for signal processing, 
the CSV file must follow the formatting of the default calibration file (“calibration.csv”). 
 

 
… 

 
Figure A-3. Calibration sub-interface for VOL data processing 

 
Settings sub-interface 
The interface to prescribe different settings in the “settings.txt” file, which is used for the VOL 
file processing, is shown in Figure A-4. Field descriptions are: 
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Factor – A parameter describing oversampling for the benefit of Fast Fourier Transform 
analysis. The factor describes the ratio between the number of points in the original and 
the number of points used to oversample the signal. The recommended value is 8. 
Standard, Debug, or Output – These options toggle the use of math libraries to speed 
analysis (“Standard”), text output to the command window (“Debug”), and intermediate 
file creation (“Output”). It is recommended to have all unchecked. 
Max # of Triggers in 1 Window – The number of triggers to be plotted in one page. 
Min window for AC reflection signal – The lower end of the range for expected 
reflection for the signal. 
Max window for AC reflection signal – The upper end of the range for expected 
reflection for the signal. 
Scale X – The distance between two sensors in the x-direction. 
Scale Y – The distance between two triggers in the y-direction. 

 
The buttons at the bottom of the interface correspond, respectively, to: 
 

• “Cancel” the Settings sub-interface and return to the main VOL processing interface. 
• “Save” the prescribed settings to the default “settings.txt” settings file. 
• The “Save as” button creates a file explorer that prompts the user to save the 

prescribed settings to a text file with a user-selected name and location. 
• The “Import” brings up a file explorer that allows the user to navigate to a previously 

created text file with settings for VOL processing. 
 
If the user imports a user-created text file for signal processing, the text file must follow the 
formatting of the default settings file (“settings.txt”). 
 

 
Figure A-4. Setting sub-interface for VOL data processing 

 
A.2.2. Visualize (image creation) interface 
The interface to visualize data from VOL file processing is shown in Figure A-5.  
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Figure A-5. Labeled interface to visualize data and create image files 

 
The labeled buttons and fields in Figure A-5 function as follows: 
 

1. Update – When any field in the interface is modified, click Update to refresh the 
image at right. 

2. Filename field and browse button – Clicking the Browse button opens a file explorer 
window that can be used to select a CSV file produced by VOL processing. If the 
user desires, the full path to the CSV file can instead be entered in the text field 
directly under the “Filename” title in the interface. 

3. Grouped frame navigation buttons/field for current frame – The text field directly 
under the title “Frame #...” indicates the current frame visualized at right in the 
interface. The Previous and Next buttons browse through the frames in the CSV file. 
If so desired, the user can directly enter a frame number in the text field and click 
Update to visualize that frame directly. 

4. Grouped color spectrum fields – If color is toggled for the image (see toggle button, 
Item #6 in this list), the Low and High Color text fields can be entered to modify the 
displayed colors in the color map for dielectric intensity. 

5. Grouped fields for figure coordinate bounds – The lower and upper bounds for the x- 
and y-axes should be entered in the respective text fields. 

6. Color image toggle – If the toggle button is selected, a color spectrum (defined using 
Item #4 in this list) will be applied to the contour/heat map visualization of VOL data. 

7. Save image – Clicking the Save Image button will open a file explorer window to 
save the image at right to a local image file. 

 
Also, the program can be exited fully by clicking the Close button in the title bar of the program, 
as in the VOL data processing interface (see description of Figure A-2). The interface with a 
processed image file is shown in Figure A-6. 
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Figure A-6. The visualization interface with a processed CSV image file loaded 
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The following subsections provide the source code for the final analysis tools and software 
developed in this project. The code for the raw data processing and the large dataset handling is a 
modification of algorithms originally created by Dr. Jacobo Sala of 3D Radar. 
 
B.1 MATLAB program to create 3D pictures in layer boundary detection 
clear all  
close all 
 
filenameth=uigetfile('.csv') 
run2=0; 
smooth=0; 
gif=1 
 
Thickness=csvread(filenameth); 
ThicknessIn=Thickness*39.3701; 
ftpertrig=0.245837652; 
ThMin=10; 
ThMax=15; 
TransverseIndexes=size(Thickness,1); 
LongitudinalIndexes=size(Thickness,2); 
DepthValue=20;  
 
fullscreen = get(0,'ScreenSize'); 
h=figure('Position',[fullscreen(1)+40 fullscreen(2)+50 fullscreen(3)-80 
fullscreen(4)-150]);  
set(gcf,'Colormap',hot); 
f = fspecial('gaussian'); 
 
ThicknessInFilt = filter2(f, ThicknessIn); 
mesh(ThicknessIn) 
if smooth==1 
mesh(ThicknessInFilt) 
end 
 
set(gca,'ZDir','Reverse') 
 
xtick1=LongitudinalIndexes/4; 
xtick2=LongitudinalIndexes/2; 
xtick3=LongitudinalIndexes*.75; 
xtick4=LongitudinalIndexes; 
 
xlabel1=round(xtick1*ftpertrig); 
xlabel2=round(xtick2*ftpertrig); 
xlabel3=round(xtick3*ftpertrig); 
xlabel4=round(xtick4*ftpertrig); 
 
set(gca,'XTick',[xtick1 xtick2 xtick3 xtick4]) 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',[xlabel1 xlabel2 xlabel3 xlabel4],'FontSize',16) 
 
set(gca,'YTick',[3 7 11 15 19]) 
set(gca,'YTickLabel',[2 1 0 -1 -2],'FontSize',16) 
 
set(gca,'ZTick',[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18]) 
set(gca,'ZTickLabel',[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18],'FontSize',16) 
 
xlabel('Longitudinal, ft.','FontSize',16);%,'HorizontalAlignment','center'); 
ylabel('Transverse, 
ft.','FontSize',16);%,'Rotation',90,'HorizontalAlignment','left'); 
zlabel('Depth, in.','FontSize',16);%,'HorizontalAlignment','center'); 
 
axis([0 LongitudinalIndexes 0 TransverseIndexes 0 DepthValue]) 
colorbar 
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box('on'); 
grid('on'); 
hold on 
 
figurename2=filenameth(1:end-4); 
if smooth==1 
figurename2=strcat(figurename2,'sm'); 
end 
if run2==0 
saveas(h,figurename2) 
 
 
[az,el] = view 
rots = [-30:5:90]; 
elrot = [30:5:70]; 
if gif==1 
for i = 1:18 
if i>10 
view(rots(i),elrot(i-10)); 
else 
view(rots(i),el); 
end 
if run2==0 
    figurename3=strcat(figurename2,'v',num2str(i)) 
saveas(h,figurename3,'png') 
end 
end 
end 
end 
rotate3d 
 
if run2==1 
filenameth=uigetfile('.csv') 
run2=1; 
Thickness=csvread(filenameth); 
ThicknessIn=Thickness*39.3701; 
ftpertrig=0.245837652; 
ThMin=10; 
ThMax=15; 
TransverseIndexes=size(Thickness,1); 
LongitudinalIndexes=size(Thickness,2); 
DepthValue=20;  
 
f = fspecial('gaussian'); 
 
ThicknessInFilt = filter2(f, ThicknessIn); 
mesh(ThicknessIn) 
 
set(gca,'ZDir','Reverse') 
 
xtick1=LongitudinalIndexes/4; 
xtick2=LongitudinalIndexes/2; 
xtick3=LongitudinalIndexes*.75; 
xtick4=LongitudinalIndexes; 
 
xlabel1=round(xtick1*ftpertrig); 
xlabel2=round(xtick2*ftpertrig); 
xlabel3=round(xtick3*ftpertrig); 
xlabel4=round(xtick4*ftpertrig); 
 
set(gca,'XTick',[xtick1 xtick2 xtick3 xtick4]) 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',[xlabel1 xlabel2 xlabel3 xlabel4],'FontSize',16) 
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set(gca,'YTick',[3 7 11 15 19]) 
set(gca,'YTickLabel',[2 1 0 -1 -2],'FontSize',16) 
 
set(gca,'ZTick',[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18]) 
set(gca,'ZTickLabel',[2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18],'FontSize',16) 
 
xlabel('Longitudinal, ft.','FontSize',16);%,'HorizontalAlignment','center'); 
ylabel('Transverse, 
ft.','FontSize',16);%,'Rotation',90,'HorizontalAlignment','left'); 
zlabel('Depth, in.','FontSize',16);%,'HorizontalAlignment','center'); 
 
axis([0 LongitudinalIndexes 0 TransverseIndexes 0 DepthValue]) 
colorbar 
 
box('on'); 
grid('on'); 
 
figurename2=filenameth(1:end-4); 
figurename2=strcat(figurename2,'2layers') 
saveas(h,figurename2) 
 
[az,el] = view 
rots = [-30:5:90]; 
elrot = [30:5:70]; 
if gif==1 
for i = 1:18 
if i>10 
view(rots(i),elrot(i-10)); 
else 
view(rots(i),el); 
end 
 
 
figurename3=strcat(figurename2,'v',num2str(i)) 
saveas(h,figurename3,'png') 
 
end 
end 
 
if smooth==1 
    figurename2=strcat(figurename2,'sm'); 
end 
saveas(h,figurename2) 
rotate3d  
end 
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B.2 MATLAB program for efficient data read-in and processing 
function gpr_engine 
  
global Importdata;global h;global x1;global x2;global x1_min;global x2_max; 
global total_files;global read_path;global filename;global rate_coeff;global 
Inp_rangeset; 
global AllDataMatrix; global RealDataMatrix;global DataSize;global 
LongitudinalAxis;global TransverseAxis; 
global TimeAxis;global VelAir;global VelL1;global Triggers;global Pairs; 
global Samples;global LongitudinalDistance; 
global  TransverseWidth;global AirDistance; global AirDistanceTime; global 
GroundDistanceTime;global  MaxDepth; 
global  TriggerSpacing;global  SamplingRate; global 
SamplingDepthPrecision;global SamplingAirDepthPrecision; 
global SurfaceSample;global L1DepthAxis;global DepthAxisGround;global 
SurfaceIndex;global AirDepthAxis; 
global AbsDataMatrix;global ImaginaryDataMatrix; global HilbertDataMatrix; 
global Inp_samples_start_cell;global Inp_pair_start_cell;global 
Inp_trig_start_cell; 
global Inp_samples_end_cell;global Inp_pair_end_cell;global 
Inp_trig_end_cell;global rate_coeff_cell; 
global Inp_trig_max_cell;global Inp_pair_max_cell;global 
Inp_samples_max_cell;global freq_data_cell; 
global dataplot_type;global update_change; 
  
%%%% for 3dr file , only trigger and pair ranges can be specified. All 
samples will be read 
%%% Memory check condition is in iFFTMKIv and importVOL function . Max array 
size is 20000000 
     
  
  
h = waitbar(0,['Importing Data']); 
for m =1:total_files 
     
    waitbar(m/(total_files+1)); 
    if(Inp_rangeset{m}==0) 
        if(isempty(strfind(filename{m},'.3dr')))  %%%% vol file 
        Importdata{m} = importVolFile([read_path{m} filename{m}]); 
        else  %% 3dr file       
        [Importdata{m}.freq_data Importdata{m}.data z_axis_temp 
Importdata{m}.x_axis Importdata{m}.y_axis] = ifftMkIV([read_path{m} 
filename{m}],rate_coeff);       
        Importdata{m}.z_axis=z_axis_temp*1e-10; 
        end 
    else 
        if(isempty(strfind(filename{m},'.3dr'))) %% vol file 
        Importdata{m} = importVolFile([read_path{m} 
filename{m}],[Inp_trig_start_cell{m} Inp_trig_end_cell{m}]... 
            ,[Inp_pair_start_cell{m} 
Inp_pair_end_cell{m}],[Inp_samples_start_cell{m} Inp_samples_end_cell{m}]... 
            
,Inp_trig_max_cell{m},Inp_pair_max_cell{m},Inp_samples_max_cell{m}); 
        else  %% 3dr file 
        [Importdata{m}.freq_data Importdata{m}.data z_axis_temp 
Importdata{m}.x_axis Importdata{m}.y_axis]... 
            = ifftMkIV([read_path{m} filename{m}],rate_coeff_cell{m},1,[1 
Inp_trig_start_cell{m} Inp_pair_start_cell{m}],[1 Inp_trig_end_cell{m} 
Inp_pair_end_cell{m}],... 
            Inp_trig_max_cell{m},Inp_pair_max_cell{m});       
        Importdata{m}.z_axis=z_axis_temp*1e-10; 
        end 
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    end 
  
          
end 
close(h); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5 
  
%%% Default Parametes for GPR calculations 
eAir =1; 
eL1 =5; 
AntennaHeight=0.3048; 
c=0.299792458; %speed of light in m/ns 
AntennaSpacing =.0375; % in meters 
AntennaOffset = .1; % in meters 
%%%%% 
  
%%% Temporary Initialization   
x1_1=zeros(1,total_files); 
x2_1=zeros(1,total_files); 
%%%%%% 
  
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%5 
h = waitbar(0,['Running GPR engine']); 
for i=1:total_files 
     
    waitbar(i/total_files); 
     
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Read in the data %%%%%%%%%%% 
    if( freq_data_cell{i}==0) 
        AllDataMatrix{i}=Importdata{i}.data; 
    else 
        AllDataMatrix{i}=Importdata{i}.freq_data; 
    end 
    RealDataMatrix{i}=real(AllDataMatrix{i}(:,:,:)); 
    DataSize{i}=size(AllDataMatrix{i}); %vector containing the [samplesize, 
triggers, pairs] 
  
    LongitudinalAxis{i}=Importdata{i}.x_axis; %Each trigger location in 
meters 
    TransverseAxis{i}=Importdata{i}.y_axis;  %Each pair midpoint location in 
meters 
    TimeAxis{i}=Importdata{i}.z_axis*1e9;  %Each pair time since transmission 
in nanoseconds 
  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  calculation  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%55555 
    VelAir{i}=c/sqrt(eAir); 
    VelL1{i}=c/sqrt(eL1); 
    Triggers{i}=DataSize{i}(2); 
    Pairs{i}=DataSize{i}(3); 
    Samples{i}=DataSize{i}(1); 
    if(~(isempty(LongitudinalAxis{i}))) 
    LongitudinalDistance{i}=LongitudinalAxis{i}(Triggers{i}); %Longitudinal 
distance in meters 
    end 
    TransverseWidth{i}=max(TransverseAxis{i})-min(TransverseAxis{i}); 
%Longitudinal distance in meters 
  
    
AirDistance{i}=(sqrt(AntennaHeight^2+(AntennaSpacing/2)^2+(AntennaOffset/2)^2
))*2; 
    AirDistanceTime{i}=AirDistance{i}/VelAir{i}; 
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    GroundDistanceTime{i}=TimeAxis{i}(Samples{i})-AirDistanceTime{i}; 
    MaxDepth{i}=GroundDistanceTime{i}*VelL1{i}/2; % max depth 
    if(~(isempty(LongitudinalAxis{i}))) 
    TriggerSpacing{i}=LongitudinalAxis{i}(3)-LongitudinalAxis{i}(2); % 
trigger spacing 
    end 
    SamplingRate{i}=TimeAxis{i}(3)-TimeAxis{i}(2); %seconds per sample 
    SamplingDepthPrecision{i}=SamplingRate{i}*VelL1{i}; 
    SamplingAirDepthPrecision{i}=SamplingRate{i}*VelAir{i}; 
  
     
     
    if (strfind(filename{i},'.3dr')) 
        DepthAxisGround{i} = Importdata{i}.z_axis; 
   else 
        SurfaceSample{i}=AirDistanceTime{i}/SamplingRate{i}+1; %samples 
required to get to the surface and back (add 1 to account for to=0 start 
time) 
        SurfaceIndex{i}=round(SurfaceSample{i}); %indexed sample required to 
get to surface and back 
        
AirDepthAxis{i}=real(sqrt((VelAir{i}*TimeAxis{i}(1:SurfaceIndex{i})/2).^2-
(AntennaSpacing/2)^2 -(AntennaOffset/2)^2)); %convert the time axis to depth 
for air portion 
        
L1DepthAxis{i}=AirDepthAxis{i}(SurfaceIndex{i})+VelL1{i}*TimeAxis{i}(2:Sample
s{i}-SurfaceIndex{i}+1)/2; %convert the time axis to depth for L1 portion 
        DepthAxisAntenna(1:SurfaceIndex{i})=AirDepthAxis{i}; 
        DepthAxisAntenna(SurfaceIndex{i}+1:Samples{i})=L1DepthAxis{i}; 
        DepthAxisGround{i}=DepthAxisAntenna-AntennaHeight; 
    end 
     
     x1_1(i) = min(DepthAxisGround{i}); 
     x2_1(i) = max(DepthAxisGround{i}); 
     
    AbsDataMatrix{i}=abs(AllDataMatrix{i}(:,:,:)); 
    ImaginaryDataMatrix{i}=imag(AllDataMatrix{i}(:,:,:)); 
    for n=1:Pairs{i} 
    HilbertDataMatrix{i}(:,:,n)=abs(hilbert(RealDataMatrix{i}(:,:,n))); 
    end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%5%%%%%%%%  Identifying the max X range among all the input data sets 
and setting it as default value for X range in Data plot 
x1_min=min(x1_1); 
x2_max=max(x2_1); 
  
ind_phy=strcmp(dataplot_type,'index'); 
  
if(~ind_phy) 
x1=x1_min; 
x2=x2_max; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%%%%%% To indicate all input data range settings are updated  and GPR engine 
is run   
update_change = 1; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%55 
  
end 
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B.3 MATLAB program for large data handling 
function data_out = importVolFile(filename,x_int,y_int,z_int,xmax,ymax,zmax) 
  
% IMPORTVOLFILE reads VOL files exported from 3d-Radar Examiner 
%    
%   IMPORTVOLFILE prompts the user to select a file and returns all the  
%   data contained in it 
%   IMPORTVOLFILE(FILENAME) returns all data contained in the file FILENAME 
%   IMPORTVOLFILE(FILENAME,X_INT,Y_INT,Z_INT) returns user-specified 
%   intervals of data. X_INT, Y_INT and Z_INT are 1-by-2 or 2-by-1 vectors 
%   specifing the start position and stop position, respectively first and  
%   second element of the vector, for the x, y and z dimension. If one of  
%   these vectors is empty the function will return all samples for that 
%   dimension 
%    
%   The output is a STRUCTURE with fields: 
%   DATA: the data cube 
%   X_AXIS: the distance axis (X) in meters 
%   Y_AXIS: the axis across the antenna array (Y) in meters 
%   Z_AXIS: the vertical axis (Z) in seconds 
% 
%   If some of the information cannot be retrieved the field will be left 
%   empty 
%    
%   Example 
%   -------- 
%    
%   % Select a VOL file from disk: 
%    
%       [name direc] = uigetfile('*.vol','Select a vol file'); 
%       filename = [direc name]; 
%    
%   % Read the subset of the data from trigger 5 to trigger 600, from 
%   % channel 2 to channel 5, from time sample 10 to time sample 200: 
%    
%       data_subset = importVol(filename,[5 600],[2 5],[10 200]); 
% 
%   % Read the subset of the data from trigger 5 to trigger 600, from 
%   % channel 2 to channel 5, all time samples: 
%    
%       data_subset_all_ts = importVol(filename,[5 600],[2 5],[]); 
% 
%   % Read all the data in the file 
%    
%       data_all = importVol(filename); 
% 
%    
%    
%   Created by: 
%   JACOPO SALA 
%   3d-Radar AS - Norway 
%    
%   2013 
  
  
%----Initialize output and input check------------------------------------- 
if ~nargin 
    [name, direc] = uigetfile('*.vol','Select file...'); 
    if name ~= 0 
        filename = [direc name]; 
        x_int = []; 
        y_int = []; 
        z_int = []; 
    else 
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        error('No file selected') 
    end 
elseif nargin == 1 
    x_int = []; 
    y_int = []; 
    z_int = []; 
end 
navfilename = []; 
all_slashes = strfind(filename,'\'); 
if ~isempty(all_slashes) 
    my_slash = all_slashes(end); 
    this_directory = filename(1 : my_slash - 1); 
    items_list = dir(this_directory); 
    this_directory = [this_directory '\']; 
else 
    this_directory = []; 
    items_list = dir; 
end 
for k = 1 : length(items_list) 
    if ~items_list(k).isdir 
        if strcmpi('.nav',items_list(k).name(end - 3 : end)); 
            navfilename = [this_directory items_list(k).name]; 
        end 
    end 
end 
data_out = struct('data',[],'x_axis',[],'y_axis',[],'z_axis',[]); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%----Read file and get extent of data-------------------------------------- 
fid = fopen(filename,'r'); 
fseek(fid,4,'bof'); 
data_offset = fread(fid,1,'int32','ieee-be'); 
z_dim = fread(fid,1,'int32','ieee-be'); 
y_dim = fread(fid,1,'int32','ieee-be'); 
x_dim = fread(fid,1,'int32','ieee-be'); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%----Not specified intervals and error check------------------------------- 
if isempty(x_int) && isempty(y_int) && isempty(z_int) 
    readall = 1; 
elseif (sum(size(x_int)) ~= 3 && sum(size(x_int)) ~= 0) ||... 
        (sum(size(y_int)) ~= 3 && sum(size(y_int)) ~= 0) ||... 
        (sum(size(z_int)) ~= 3 && sum(size(z_int)) ~= 0) 
    error(['Invalid x, y or z interval: x must be in the'... 
        'range from 1 to ' num2str(x_dim) ', y must be in the range'... 
        ' from 1 to ' num2str(y_dim) ', z must be in the range from'... 
        ' 1 to ' num2str(z_dim)]) 
else 
    readall = 0; 
end 
%Aravinth change 
if (isempty(x_int) || xmax) %% max, read all triggers 
    x_int = [1 x_dim]; 
end 
if (isempty(y_int) || ymax) %% max, read all pairs 
    y_int = [1 y_dim]; 
end 
if (isempty(z_int) || zmax) %% max, read all samples 
    z_int = [1 z_dim]; 
end 
%Arvinth change 
if x_int(1)*x_int(2)*y_int(1)*y_int(2)*z_int(1)*z_int(2) <= 0 ||... 
        diff(x_int) < 0 ||... 
        diff(y_int) < 0 ||... 
        diff(z_int) < 0 ||... 
        sum(x_int(:) > x_dim) ||... 
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        sum(y_int(:) > y_dim) ||... 
        sum(z_int(:) > z_dim) 
    error(['Invalid x, y or z interval: x must be in the'... 
        'range from 1 to ' num2str(x_dim) ', y must be in the range'... 
        ' from 1 to ' num2str(y_dim) ', z must be in the range from'... 
        ' 1 to ' num2str(z_dim)]) 
end 
  
  
%aravinth change 
if((x_int(2)*y_int(2)*z_int(2)) > 20000000) 
    errordlg(sprintf([' Data_Dimension = ' num2str(z_int(2)) 'x' 
num2str(y_int(2)) 'x' num2str(z_int(2)) '\n Memory Issue! Limit the dataset 
range'])); 
    return; 
end 
%aravinth change 
  
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%----Read data from file--------------------------------------------------- 
x_ext = diff(x_int) + 1; 
y_ext = diff(y_int) + 1; 
z_ext = diff(z_int) + 1; 
data = NaN([z_ext,x_ext,y_ext]); 
if readall 
    disp('reading it all!') 
    data_dim = x_ext*y_ext*z_ext; 
    fseek(fid,data_offset,'bof'); 
    data(:) = fread(fid,data_dim,'float32',4); 
    fseek(fid,data_offset + 4,'bof'); 
    data(:) = data(:) + 1j*fread(fid,data_dim,'float32',4); 
else 
    disp('reading the subset:') 
    disp(' ') 
    disp(['x : from sample ' num2str(x_int(1)) ' to sample '... 
        num2str(x_int(2))]) 
    disp(['y : from sample ' num2str(y_int(1)) ' to sample '... 
        num2str(y_int(2))]) 
    disp(['z : from sample ' num2str(z_int(1)) ' to sample '... 
        num2str(z_int(2))]) 
    data_temp = NaN([z_dim,x_ext]); 
    temp_dim = x_ext*z_dim; 
    for y_index = y_int(1) : y_int(2); 
        start_offset = data_offset + 8*z_dim*(x_int(1) - 1) +... 
            8*z_dim*x_dim*(y_index - 1); 
        fseek(fid,start_offset,'bof'); 
        data_temp(:) = fread(fid,temp_dim,'float32',4); 
        fseek(fid,start_offset + 4,'bof'); 
        data_temp(:) = data_temp(:) + 1j*fread(fid,temp_dim,'float32',4); 
        data(:,:,y_index - y_int(1) + 1) =... 
            data_temp(z_int(1) : z_int(2),:); 
    end 
    clear data_temp 
end 
data_out.data = data; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%----Importing time sampling----------------------------------------------- 
fseek(fid,60,'bof'); 
xmloffset = fread(fid,1,'int32','ieee-be'); 
xmlsize = fread(fid,1,'int32','ieee-be'); 
fseek(fid,xmloffset,'bof'); 
xmlpart = (fread(fid,xmlsize,'uint8=>char'))'; 
ind = strfind(xmlpart,'DeltaValueZ='); 
xmlpart = xmlpart(ind : end); 
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ind = strfind(xmlpart,'"'); 
dt = str2double(xmlpart(ind(1) + 1 : ind(2) - 1)); 
data_out.z_axis = ((z_int(1) : z_int(2)) - 1)*dt; 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%----Close file------------------------------------------------------------ 
fclose(fid); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%----Get measurement interval and y axis from the NAV file----------------- 
if ~isempty(navfilename) 
    navXML = xmlread(navfilename); 
    thisList = navXML.getElementsByTagName('NavDataFromTriggerPositions'); 
    thisElement = thisList.item(0); 
    thisAttribute = char(thisElement.getAttribute('SampleSpacingX')); 
    delta_x = str2double(thisAttribute); 
    thisList = navXML.getElementsByTagName('AntennaElementInfos'); 
    thisElement = thisList.item(0); 
    thisList = thisElement.getElementsByTagName('AntennaElementInfo'); 
    y_axis = NaN(thisList.getLength,1); 
    for k = 0 : thisList.getLength - 1 
        thisElement = thisList.item(k); 
        thisAttribute = char(thisElement.getAttribute('TransverseOffset')); 
        y_axis(k + 1) = str2double(thisAttribute); 
    end 
    data_out.x_axis = ((x_int(1) : x_int(2)) - 1)*delta_x; 
    data_out.y_axis = y_axis(y_int(1) : y_int(2))'; 
else 
    disp(' Warning: no navigation data found, some fields will be empty') 
end 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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B.4 MATLAB program for data preparation for density analysis 
 
function [AnalysisDataMatrix] = data_analysis 
(id,SampleStart,SampleEnd,TriggerStart,TriggerEnd,PairStart,PairEnd,attenuati
on_enable_analysis,attenuation_factor_analysis) 
  
global AnalysisAbsDataMatrix;global AnalysisImaginaryDataMatrix; global 
AnalysisHilbertDataMatrix; 
global AnalysisRealDataMatrix; 
global AbsDataMatrix;global ImaginaryDataMatrix; global HilbertDataMatrix; 
global RealDataMatrix; 
  
%%% Analysis calculations 
  
AnalysisRealDataMatrix{id}=RealDataMatrix{id}(SampleStart:SampleEnd,TriggerSt
art:TriggerEnd,PairStart:PairEnd); 
AnalysisImaginaryDataMatrix{id}=ImaginaryDataMatrix{id}(SampleStart:SampleEnd
,TriggerStart:TriggerEnd,PairStart:PairEnd); 
AnalysisAbsDataMatrix{id}=AbsDataMatrix{id}(SampleStart:SampleEnd,TriggerStar
t:TriggerEnd,PairStart:PairEnd); 
AnalysisHilbertDataMatrix{id}=HilbertDataMatrix{id}(SampleStart:SampleEnd,Tri
ggerStart:TriggerEnd,PairStart:PairEnd); 
  
  
  
if (attenuation_enable_analysis ==1)   %%% include attenuation or not      
    AttenuationFunction= 
[SampleStart:SampleEnd].^attenuation_factor_analysis; 
else 
    AttenuationFunction=ones(1,(SampleEnd-SampleStart+1)); 
end 
  
  
% calculations are done only for Real Data Matrix , should be extended to 
% imag, hilbert and absolute data matrices 
  
k=1; 
for i=TriggerStart:TriggerEnd 
   l=1; 
   for j=PairStart:PairEnd 
            AnalysisRealDataMatrix{id}(:,k,l)= 
RealDataMatrix{id}(SampleStart:SampleEnd,i,j).*AttenuationFunction'; 
   l=l+1; 
   end 
   k=k+1; 
end 
  
  
  
  
DataType=1; %1 = real, 2 = imaginary, 3 = absolute, 4 = hilbert 
  
if DataType == 1 
    AnalysisDataMatrix=AnalysisRealDataMatrix{id}; 
end 
  
if DataType == 2 
    AnalysisDataMatrix=AnalysisImaginaryDataMatrix{id}; 
end 
  
if DataType == 3 
    AnalysisDataMatrix=AnalysisAbsDataMatrix{id}; 
end 
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if DataType == 4 
    AnalysisDataMatrix=AnalysisHilbertDataMatrix{id}; 
end 
  
  
clearvars AttenuationFunction 
  
end 
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B.5 MATLAB program for density analysis 
 
function [Dielectric VoidContent MeanDielectric1 MeanVoidContent] = 
density_calculation 
(id,TriggerStart,TriggerEnd,PairStart,PairEnd,Voidcontent_A,Voidcontent_B) 
  
global AnalysisDataMatrix; 
global h; 
  
  
%%% density variatio calculation 
NewCalibration=1; 
if NewCalibration == 1 
    MetalMean2=csvread('MetalCalibration_current.csv'); 
end 
  
TrigPairAmplitude(:,:)=max(AnalysisDataMatrix{id})-
min(AnalysisDataMatrix{id}); 
Dielectric_temp = zeros(TriggerEnd-TriggerStart+1,PairEnd-PairStart+1); 
  
h = waitbar(0,['Calculating density Variation']); 
for i=1:PairEnd-PairStart+1     
    waitbar(i/(PairEnd-PairStart+2));     
    for j=1:TriggerEnd-TriggerStart+1 
       Dielectric_temp(j,i)=((1+TrigPairAmplitude(j,i)/MetalMean2(i))/(1-
TrigPairAmplitude(j,i)/MetalMean2(i)))^2; 
    end 
end 
  
  
MeanDielectric1=mean(mean(Dielectric_temp)); 
VoidContent=(Voidcontent_A*exp(-Voidcontent_B*Dielectric_temp))'; 
%transposing voidcontent 
MeanVoidContent=mean(mean(VoidContent)); 
  
  
Dielectric = Dielectric_temp'; 
  
%%% Include this for rearranging the metal plates to the mid point 
%Dielectric1{id}=rearrange(Dielectric1{id},10); 
  
waitbar(1);     
  
clearvars -except AnalysisDataMatrix MeanDielectric1 MeanVoidContent 
Dielectric VoidContent; 
  
  
end 
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B.6 MATLAB program to test antenna performance 
function SNR_test(id,SNstarttime,NoiseShift,NoiseLength) 
global RealDataMatrix; 
global TimeAxis; 
global Pairs; 
global Triggers; 
global Samples; 
global SamplingRate; 
  
  
  
SNstarttimeadd=SNstarttime-1; 
SNendtime=Samples{id}; 
NoiseShift=ceil(NoiseShift/SamplingRate{id}); 
NoiseLength=ceil(NoiseLength/SamplingRate{id}); 
%SEwidthInd=ceil(2/SamplingRate); 
  
SNAnalysisDataMatrix=RealDataMatrix{id}(SNstarttime:SNendtime,:,:); 
MetalAmplitude=max(SNAnalysisDataMatrix)-min(SNAnalysisDataMatrix); 
[Peaks PeaksInd] = max(SNAnalysisDataMatrix); 
  
figure; 
plot(TimeAxis{id}(SNstarttime:SNendtime),SNAnalysisDataMatrix(:,1,21),'-
o',TimeAxis{id}(SNstarttime:SNendtime),SNAnalysisDataMatrix(:,1,1),'-o'); 
PeaksInd=PeaksInd+SNstarttimeadd; 
PeaksNS=TimeAxis{id}(PeaksInd); 
%Reverb=3.72;  
NoiseStartInd=ceil(PeaksInd)+NoiseShift; 
NoiseEndInd=NoiseStartInd+NoiseLength; 
NoiseStartIndmean=ceil(mean(mean(NoiseStartInd))); 
NoiseStartTimemean=TimeAxis{id}(NoiseStartIndmean); 
PeakStartTime=mean(mean(TimeAxis{id}(PeaksInd))); 
TimeAfterPeak=NoiseStartTimemean-PeakStartTime; 
%Extract only evaluated time index range 
for i=1:Pairs{id} 
    
NoiseAnalysisDataMatrix(:,:,i)=RealDataMatrix{id}(NoiseStartInd(:,:,i):NoiseE
ndInd(:,:,i),:,i); 
end 
%end extration of evaluted time index range 
figure; 
v1=NoiseStartInd(:,1,21); 
v2=NoiseEndInd(:,1,21); 
plot(TimeAxis{id}(v1:v2),NoiseAnalysisDataMatrix(:,1,21),'-
o')%,TimeAxis(NoiseStartInd(:,1,1):NoiseEndInd(:,1,1),1,1)),SNAnalysisDataMat
rix(:,1,1),'-o')); 
  
for i=1:Pairs{id} 
    for j=1:Triggers{id} 
        CurrentSNVector=NoiseAnalysisDataMatrix(:,j,i); 
        % Grab Noise Amplitude 
        [noisemax noiseindex]=max(CurrentSNVector); 
        VectorLength=size(CurrentSNVector,1); 
         
        % Grab preceding minimum 
        prevvalue=noisemax; 
        currentvalue=noisemax; 
        k=0; 
        endtheloop=0; 
        if noiseindex-k<=1 
            noiseprecminindex=noiseindex-k; 
            noiseprecminvalue=prevvalue; 
            endtheloop=1; 
        end 
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        while endtheloop ==0 
            k=k+1; 
            if noiseindex-k<=1 
                noiseprecminindex=noiseindex-k; 
                noiseprecminvalue=prevvalue; 
                endtheloop=1; 
            end 
            prevvalue=currentvalue; 
            currentvalue=CurrentSNVector(noiseindex-k); 
            if currentvalue>=prevvalue 
                noiseprecminindex=noiseindex-k+1; 
                noiseprecminvalue=prevvalue; 
                endtheloop=1; 
            end 
        end 
        % End Grab preceding minimum 
         
        % Grab following minimum 
        prevvalue=noisemax; 
        currentvalue=noisemax; 
        k=0; 
        endtheloop=0; 
        while endtheloop ==0 
            k=k+1; 
            if noiseindex+k>=VectorLength-1 
                noisefolminindex=noiseindex+k; 
                noisefolminvalue=prevvalue; 
                endtheloop=1; 
            end 
            prevvalue=currentvalue; 
            currentvalue=CurrentSNVector(noiseindex+k); 
            if currentvalue>=prevvalue 
                noisefolminindex=noiseindex+k-1; 
                noisefolminvalue=prevvalue; 
                endtheloop=1; 
            end 
        end 
        % end following minumum 
        localminimum=min(noiseprecminvalue,noisefolminvalue); 
        An(:,j,i)=noisemax-localminimum; 
        % End grab Noise Amplitude 
    end 
end 
  
NtoS=An./MetalAmplitude; 
NtoSpairs=mean(NtoS); 
NoisetoSignalAverage=mean(NtoSpairs)*100; 
  
  
msgbox({['Noise Start Time mean = ',num2str(NoiseStartTimemean)];'';... 
        ['Peak Start Time = ',num2str(PeakStartTime)];'';... 
        ['Time After Peak = ',num2str(TimeAfterPeak)];'';... 
        ['Noise to Signal Average = ',num2str(NoisetoSignalAverage)]}); 
  
  
End 
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B.7 MATLAB program for raw 3D GPR data processing 
function [data, time_data,tAx,N] = 
ifftMkIV_UMN1(filename,sampledensity,tmax,start,stop) 
  
% IFFTMKIV calculate time domain data cube from a MarkIV format dataset 
%   [TIME_DATA] = IFFTMKIV(FILENAME,START,STOP) calculates a time domain 
%   data cube from the 3dr file FILENAME. 
% 
%   INPUT: 
% 
%   FILENAME is a path to 3dr file collected woth a MarkIV Geoscope radar 
%   TMAX is the maximum extent of the time window to be calculated, in 
%   nanoseconds 
%   START is a 1-by-3 array indicating the start indices of the original 
%   frquency domain data; the elements of the array refer to frequency, 
%   trigger and channel respectively 
%   STOP is a 1-by-3 array indicating the stop indices of the original 
%   frquency domain data; the elements of the array refer to frequency, 
%   trigger and channel respectively 
% 
%   OUTPUT 
% 
%   TIME_DATA is an M-by-N-by-P matrix (time vs triggers vs channels) 
%   representing the calculated time domain data cube 
%   TAX is a M-by-1 array defining the time axis, in nanoseconds 
% 
% 
% 
%   Created by: 
%   JACOPO SALA 
%   3d-Radar AS - Norway 
% 
%   2012 
  
if nargin == 1 
    sampledensity=[]; 
    tmax = []; 
    start = [0 0 0]; 
    stop = []; 
elseif nargin == 2 
    tmax = []; 
    start = [0 0 0]; 
    stop = []; 
elseif nargin == 3 
    start = [0 0 0]; 
    stop = []; 
elseif nargin ~= 5 
    return 
else 
    start = circshift(start,[0 -1]); 
    stop = circshift(stop,[0 -1]); 
end 
  
fileID = H5F.open(filename,'H5F_ACC_RDONLY','H5P_DEFAULT'); 
datasetID = H5D.open(fileID,'/acquisition/radarData/default/data'); 
attrID = H5A.open(datasetID,'minFrequency_Hz','H5P_DEFAULT'); 
attrType = H5A.get_type(attrID); 
fmin = H5A.read(attrID,attrType); 
H5A.close(attrID) 
attrID = H5A.open(datasetID,'frequencyStep_Hz','H5P_DEFAULT'); 
attrType = H5A.get_type(attrID); 
delta_f = H5A.read(attrID,attrType); 
H5A.close(attrID) 
if isempty(sampledensity) 
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    sampledensity = 1; 
end 
%----Increase N to have denser sampling in time---------------------------- 
N = sampledensity*2^nextpow2(round(20e9/delta_f)); % number of points for the 
IFFT 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
delta_t = 1e9/(N*delta_f); 
if isempty(tmax) || tmax > 1e9/delta_f 
    tmax = 1e9/delta_f; 
end 
  
T = min(N,floor(tmax/delta_t) + 1); 
tAx = (0 : T - 1)*delta_t; 
  
dataspaceID = H5D.get_space(datasetID); 
[rank,dims] = H5S.get_simple_extent_dims(dataspaceID); 
if isempty(stop) 
    count = dims; 
else 
    start = start - 1; 
    count = stop - start; 
end 
stride=[]; 
block=[]; 
H5S.select_hyperslab(dataspaceID,'H5S_SELECT_SET',start,stride,... 
    count,block); 
memspaceID = H5S.create_simple(rank,count,[]); 
data_out = H5D.read(datasetID, 'H5ML_DEFAULT', memspaceID,... 
    dataspaceID, 'H5P_DEFAULT'); 
H5D.close(datasetID) 
H5S.close(memspaceID) 
H5F.close(fileID) 
data = permute(data_out.r + 1i*data_out.i,[1 3 2]); 
clear data_out 
time_data = zeros(T,size(data,2),size(data,3)); 
h = repmat(hamming(size(data,1)),1,size(data,2)); 
if start(3) ~= 0 
    fmin = fmin + start(3)*delta_f; 
end 
% the exponential should have a plus? 
expshift = repmat(exp(1i*2*pi*tAx*1e-9*fmin)',1,size(data,2)); 
for k = 1 : size(data,3) 
    data(:,:,k) = data(:,:,k).*h; 
    temp = ifft(data(:,:,k),N); 
    time_data(:,:,k) = temp(1 : T,:).*expshift; 
end 
  
clear temp expshift h 
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